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Nikon slughunter shotgun scope

The new Nikon SLUGHUNTER SHOTGUN SCOPE Another first from Nikon, slughunter puts you within range up to 200 meters away. In total with the BDC 200 reticle, this scope is the perfect match for the powerful snail load today. Slug gun users now have choices for their favorite shotgun; 1.65-5x36 SlugHunter and the original 3-9x40
SlugHunter provides hunters with two excellent options. SlugHunter 1.65-5x36 has an increased output for better low light performance in the compact version. Available with proven BDC 200 reticle specially calibrated for ballistic inflated Sabot beads, I aim a low profile for nisku mounting, this rifle rifle is like how it has been since 1999.
proizveo lowered the target.â€œA for some situations u hunting, fast, instinctive targeting aquisition u niskosvetstice, means distinguishing success and failure, â€ said Jon LacCorte, Senior Product Marketing Manager. â€œBy using some attributes of dangerous ranges of the game we have created a quick handling, super precise range
for shooters from snail guns.â€ Five full inches of eye relief and Nikonâ€ ™s legendary endurance means you can comfortably, safely and safely mount this range on even the heaviest kicking snail guns. With super bright output pupil 7.2 and Nikonâ€™s layered lenses mean shooters can be hunted all the way to the end of the legal time
of shooting. The 45-ft view @ 1.65x allows the shooter to quickly and reliably find the target, while a durable one-inch tube and 1/4 MOA adjustment mean a simple and easy view of the seedAs is Nikon's legendary Full Lifetime Warranty, a slugHunter Shotgun range is the choice for any shotgun fighter. Ethical distance hunting, for which
you did not think it was possible, you Nikon SlugHunter 3-9x40 with a rifle placed in lethal range up to 200 meters. SlugHunter is equipped with Nikon's BDC 200 reticle, a route compensation reticle that includes unique, easily visible ballistic rounds in a visible window. The reticle gives you an immediate target spot on the ground, taking
guessing from a holdover over long distances. SlugHunter's layered optics meanwhile yield up to 92 per cent light transmission, providing bright, loose images from dawn to dusk. And hunters will love to accurately manually rotate the 1/4-MOA click adjustment, which let you get zeroed in faster and maintain your settings even with a hard
reoil. Other features include 5 inches of continuous eye relief to keep your forehead safe even with the heaviest snail loads; setting the parallax to 100 metres; a quick focus eyepiece that allows the shooter to immediately bring the reticle into sharp sharpness; compact size, perfect for high-caliber firearms; and a nitrogen housing sealed
with an O-ring, waterproof, fog resistant and shock-resistant. Sharpness to quickly sharpen the large eye instantly brings the reticle into the sharp Specifications Reticle: BDC 200 Finish: Matte black Actual zoom: 3x to 9x Lens lens diameter: 40mm Output Pupil: 13.3 to 4.4mm Oci relief: 5 inch Eye field: 25.2 to 8.4 feet @ 1000 Tube
diameter: 1 inch Objective OD: 1.94 inches Eye From FROM: 1.65 ounce Matura for correction (1 click): 1/4 MOA Maximum internal adjustment: 60 MOA Parallax setting: 100 yards Length: 11.3 Inca Weight: 13.7 unce NEW NIKON SLUGHUNTER SHOTGUN SCOPEAnod first from Nikona Slughunter puts you u range from 200 m
advade. In total with the BDC 200 reticle, this scope is the perfect match for the powerful snail load today. Slug gun users now have choices for their favorite shotgun; 1.65-5x36 SlugHunter and the original 3-9x40 SlugHunter provides hunters with two excellent options. SlugHunter 1.65-5x36 has an increased output for better low light
performance in the compact version. Available with proven BDC 200 reticle specially calibrated for ballistic inflated Sabot beads, I aim a low profile for nisku mounting, this rifle rifle is like how it has been since 1999. proizveo lowered the target.â€œA for some situations u hunting, fast, instinctive targeting aquisition u niskosvetstice, means
distinguishing success and failure, â€ said Jon LacCorte, Senior Product Marketing Manager. â€œBy using some attributes of dangerous ranges of the game we have created a quick handling, super precise range for shooters from snail guns.â€ Five full inches of eye relief and Nikonâ€ ™s legendary endurance means you can
comfortably, safely and safely mount this range on even the heaviest kicking snail guns. With super bright output pupil 7.2 and Nikonâ€™s layered lenses mean shooters can be hunted all the way to the end of the legal time of shooting. The 45-ft view @ 1.65x allows the shooter to quickly and reliably find the target, while a durable one-
inch tube and 1/4 MOA adjustment mean a simple and easy view of the seedAs is Nikon's legendary Full Lifetime Warranty, a slugHunter Shotgun range is the choice for any shotgun fighter. The SlugHunter 1.65-5X36 rifle from Nikon is built to provide the precision you would expect from a rifle, in a compact size that fits well on high-
caliber rifles. The range offers a zoom range of 1.65 to 5x, allowing the hunter to adjust between a wide field of vision and finer details. The 36 mm lens offers up to 92% light transmission, while the increased output pupil increases the low light capacity for consistently clear and coarse images of vision. Meanwhile, Nikon's patented,
compensating BDC 200 for the target reticle has easy-to-see ballistic circuits that provide current target points-- taking guessing from the holdover at longer ranges. Additional details include 5 cm of liner eye-clearing to protect the front, 100-meter parallax for accurate shooting, a quick focus-eyepiece, and 1/4 MOA reticle settings that
allow you to zero in quickly. The range of the Hunter BDC 200 minions is cleared of nitrogen, and the O-ring is closed to keep the optics in a tight state and supported by the Nikon Life Warranty. 5 inches of in-omsersuating your eyes keeps your forehead safe, even with a magnum reoil or awkward shooting angles. Key features: Patented
BDC 200 SlugHunter Reticle: This patented, route compensation compensation reticle includes unique, easy-to-see ballistic circuits that provide instant landing points to keep guessing from holdover at longer ranges. Layered optical system: Bright, layered optics deliver up to 92 percent of light transmission. 15 cm of in-omte eye relief:
protects your forehead, even with heavy snails. Precision manual turn 1/4-MOA Click Customizations: Adjusting the reticle with a positive click reduces you more quickly and keeps the setting even with heavy weight. 100-Yard Parallax Setting: Eliminates parallax for precise shooting. Quick Focus Eyepiece: This allows the shooter to
reticle in sharp sharpness quickly. 1/4 MOA Reticle Adjustments with easy to use positive click adjustments to make you faster with zeros and keep setting well with reoil. Compact size: offers the perfect fit for high-caliber firearms. Waterproof, fog resistant, shock-resistant: nitrogen filled and O-ring closed. Full lifetime warranty
Specifications: Reticle: BDC 200 Finish: Matte Actual zoom: 1.65 to 5x Effective objective diameter: 36 millimeters Output Pupil: 7.2 Millimeters on 5x Eye Relief: 5-an-ounce Field view at 100 yards: 45.3 to 15.1 feet Tube Diameter: 1 anteriver/ 25.4 millimeter ObjectIve Diameter: 4 5 millimeter / 1.78 an ounce Objective eyepiece diameter:
42 millimeter / 1.65 angram Length: 11.14 an ounce Weight: 1 3.58 ounces Po Law Matura: 1/4 MOA per 1 click Maximum internal adjustment: 100 MOA Parallax setting: 75 yards Prefabricated space: 1.77 anchos (section A); 1.26 inches (Section B); 1.73 inches (section C) Sort By Appropriate Price Name Show 8163264 1 – 16 out of 17
Over the years, Nikon Optics has offered several popular models of range shotguns. While most of the different models proved to be good sellers, none was as popular as the nikon slughunter scale models. The nikon slughunter series was launched in 2007 and was designed as a rifle, designed specifically for use on shotguns using
snails for hunting deer. Nikon has offered a slughunter line range in 3 models:1.65-5×36 with BDC200 reticle3-9×40 with BDC200 reticle3-9×40 with BDC200 reticle in Realtree APG finish while all three models were popular, The 3-9×40 version was the best seller of the three models. All models of the range of the slughunter found
Nikon's patented compensation for the drop of the ball, called the BDC200. This reticle offered compensation for bullets for most popular polymer inflated saboter style shotguns on the market at a speed of about 2000 feet per second. Using these types of shotguns, the hunter could accurately shoot at 200 meters using the BDC function.
The functionality of the BDC meant that the hunter could see the rifle at 50 meters, and then used ballistic beads on the retikli to fire at distances of 100 meters, 150 meters, 175 meters and 200 meters without the need to determine the fall of the ball for the bullet at those distances. As long as routes are followed, the BDC function will
automatically calibrate in the reticle to compensate for the drop of the ball at these predetermined distances. Eye relief – The secret of a good shotgun ScopeMost shotguns have one thing in common, and this is a considerable reoil when launched. The severity of the repoil may vary depending on a number of factors, such as shotgun
gauge, size and weight, etc. Installing the volume on a shotgun can be a complicated proposition due to reoil. Most of the ranges of rifles on the market made for rifles do not work well on the shotgun due to the following issues:The range does not offer enough eye relief to avoid the volume that comes into contact with your eye area when
the firearm is fired. Eye relief is the distance from the rifle to your eye, where the shooter can see the entire image through the volume. With a short eye relief and an anxious circumference affecting the face, the rifle should be placed so far ahead that the shooter does not see a complete and clear image through the scope. Nikon took
both these issues into account when they built the series volume slug Hunter, as each model in the series has 5 centimetres of eye relief. While the 5 may not sound like much, most rifles comprise only 3.5 to 4 eye reliefs. Five inches of eye relief means the circumference is 5 inches from the shooter's face, but the shooter can still get the
full visual image through the perimeter. Nikon Slug Hunter Shotgun scope and Realtree APG FinishKeep in mind that the Slughunter series was introduced in 2007, and in 2007, 5 eye relief and BDC reticle for a dedicated shotgun range was new and innovative. Unfortunately, In 2016, Nikon gradually shut down the Slughunter volume line
and switched the concept to the Nikon Prostaff P3 line of rifles.  As part of the Prostaff P3 series, Nikon offers models of 2-7×32 and 3-9×40 shotguns that use the same BDC200 reticle presented in the Slughunter series. Where can I find nikon slughunter's rifle for sale? While Nikon no longer offers Slughunter ranges, you can still
occasionally come across one for sale here and there. Here are all Nikon Slughunter rifle ranges that I can loc for sale:If you are not able to find slughunter volume for sale, the only other Nikon nikon p3 shotgun models. Unfortunately, these models with p3 rifle are hard to find as Nikon Slughunter. About the only other current 3-9×40
scope with the BDC reticle, which would suggest that as a possible alternative nikon slughunter would be a Leupold VX-Freedom Muzzleloader/Shotgun volume. This model is usually referred to as a muzzleloader range, but works exceptionally well on the shotgun. I suggested this scope of Leupolda as an alternative to the nikon line of
shotguns for multiple customers on my daily service and I only received positive feedback on well done. Like the Nikon rifle scale, this Leupold VX-Freedom Muzzleloader &amp; Shotgun also comprises a BDC reticle, which Leupold calls their Sabot Ballistics Reticle. And just like the Nikon BDC200 reticle, the Leupold Sabot reticle is also
built to work with sabot style shotgun balls. If the functionality of BDC on the leupold range of the shotgun differs from Nikon Slughunter, it is the distance from vision. Reticle Leupold Sabot is 100 metres away, while BDC markings are 650 feet away and 350 yards away. Here are the best offers I can find on the Leupold VX-Freedom
Muzzleloader &amp; Shotgun scope:FAQs Also are some common questions I see regarding nikon slug hunter line shotgun scale:Where can I find the Manual Nikon Slughunter BDC 200? Here is a link to the hard-to-find manual for Nikon Slughunter ranges in 1.65-5 and 3-9 configurations. Here's a link to the Nikon Manual, which
explains how to use the BDC reticle. Has Nikon Slughunter abolished the scope? Unfortunately, nikon slughunter line of shooters has been shut down. In 2016, Nikon phased the scope of Slughunter and switched it to the Nikon Prostaff P3 volume line under the name Prostaff P3. I was looking for Nikon Slughunter 2-7×32, but I can't find
him anywhere? Do you know where I can find him? The Nikon Slughunter series was not offered in configuration 2-7×32. It sounds like you're wondering about the Nikon P3 shotgun line, because Nikon offers a range of shotguns in line P3 in configuration 2-7×32. Can you give some details on how you can view the scope of Nikon
Slughunter? First, it is essential to understand that the functionality of bullet drop compensation (BDC) on the scope of the snail hunter is designed to work with a polymer inflatable puk (usually called Sabot snails) that are fired from a rifle with a rifle with a rifle made of soda pus. The spheres should have a speed of 1,900 to 2,000 feet per
second for the BDC to function accurately. The range of slugHunter should be envied at 50 meters by using sabot style snails and using the center crosshair as a target point. When the rifle and the range are traced to the 50-meter mark, the BDC reticle Points (which are small balls below the cross along the vertical point) will have a built-
in ball drops setting for the following ranges:The first round down from the cross is made for a 100-yard shot On the second lap down from Nisač is tided for a 150-yard throw round set by Niska's 175-yard throw. on the visual process for slughunter scopes:BDC functionality is designed for use with snail that is fired from the rifle barrel. The
bullet, which is fired from a rifle without a rifle, will have a variety of ballistic capabilities, so BDC functionality won't be as precise from the box as compared to the rifle's sod. If you choose to use a smooth dull shotgun with snails, it is best to test the functionality of BDC at the desired ranges, as you may need some adjustments. When you
have a slughunter range at the 50-meter mark, try the fire at 100 to 200 ranges to ensure accuracy. It's a step that many snail hunters skip and it's important. The test procedure shall confirm the aggregation and accuracy at these distances and build confidence in the shooting of wild game animals in these ranges. Buy a few different
brands to sabot style snails and run them through the shotgun. Different brands perform differently, and testing will identify the top shooter snail for your needs. Can you explain how to use nikon slughunter range? First, I would suggest reading the above section on how to look in the slughunter scale. When the process and the test firing
are over, you're ready to hit the woods. If you don't get a good range on the ground, I might consider taking a range search in the woods with me to make sure you have the right distance when you see slead. Then, when you look through the scope of the animal game (which will usually be sleath), you put a BDC reticle that matches the
distance in the backyards on the vital signs and takes a shot. I found BDC functionality on slughunter ranges to be very accurate until you:Shooting the recommended style of snails with proper FPS speedJo use shotgun with rifle hoseJo tested your desired snail out to different ranges when the view in the process was completed. I have a
cousin who lives in New York, where they're limited to shooting shotguns only with a shotgun. He takes a nod to the nikon rifles with a BDC reticle and has taken some beautiful slead through the years at distances of more than 200 meters. His biggest shot so far was 227 yards. When I run into even more questions about the scope of the
Nikon Slugmaster rifle, I will update this page. Related Posts Posts
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